Taranaki Branch IRMT presents

Motivational seminars for teachers and students
with international guest speaker, Michael Griffin
Sunday 31 March 2019, Devon Hotel, 390 Devon Street East, New Plymouth

Developing musical skill 11am - 12.30pm
For musical progress, nothing is as important as the quality and quantity of practice time. This inspiring,
interactive presentation will equip students, teachers, adult learners, and parents with the methods and mindset
required to maximise the prospect of learning music enjoyably and successfully.

Unlocking musical potential 1.30pm - 4.15pm

Knowing how to practice is the most important skill for musicians. How is this taught, and can we be certain that
students really understand how to practice? It is important that every music teacher understands the impact
their beliefs, words and actions have on cultivating the learning disposition of students.
Teachers will :
 Learn best practice concepts of motivation, goal setting, skill development and growth-mindset
 Discuss applications and ideas that arise from the above using Harvard PZ thinking routines
 Be challenged to consider and re-examine underlying premises and positions that impact musical learning.

Registration

Both sessions IRMTNZ member $25 non IRMTNZ $40
Developing Musical Skill IRMTNZ member $15 ,non IRMTNZ $20, student $5
Unlocking Musical Potential IRMTNZ member $20, non IRMTNZ $30
To register please contact Tracy Christiansen tracyaaron@xtra.co.nz.
Accommodation: a limited number of billets are available for visitors to New Plymouth
Lunch: we can recommend several excellent cafes near the venue
Register by Friday 8 March and go in the draw to win a copy of Michael Griffin's acclaimed book,
Learning Strategies for Musical Success

Michael Griffin is an internationally acclaimed music
educator, keynote speaker, author, conductor and
pianist.
Michael’s professional development for teachers and enrichment for students
and parents, examines the factors that impact continuous improvement
toward exceptional achievement. Essentially, this includes teacher/student
mindsets, meta-cognition, intrinsic motivation and deliberate practice.
Whilst a learning mindset provides the autonomous volition to embark
upon this journey, the greatest influence of progress – music and
otherwise – is the quality and the quantity of effort, or in skill terminology –
practice time. Indeed, Michael’s books Children and Learning – For Parents
and Learning Strategies for Musical Success investigate these concepts in detail providing pragmatic solutions for
parents, general teachers and music teachers.
We are grateful to the TSB Community Trust and Trinity College London for their generous support.

